Join us for Dinner and a Student Conversation:

Reflecting on the Recent Israeli Elections with Journalist and Stanford Lecturer Janine Zacharia

Tuesday, April 7th | 6:30-8:00 pm | Warren, 295 Boalt Hall

Janine Zacharia

Former Jerusalem Bureau Chief, Washington Post
Former Washington Bureau Chief, Jerusalem Post
Carlos Kelly McClachy Visiting Lecturer, Stanford University

Join us for dinner and a student conversation about the recent Israeli election with Journalist and Stanford Visiting Lecturer Janine Zacharia. The conversation will be moderated by Joan Bieder, Associate Dean of the Berkeley School of Journalism.

Janine Zacharia was appointed as the Middle East Correspondent for the Washington post in 2009. Before this, she was a reporter for Reuters in Israel, Washington Bureau Chief for the Jerusalem Post, and Chief Diplomatic Correspondent for Bloomberg News. During her time at the Washington Post, Zacharia reported throughout the Middle East, not only in the West Bank and Gaza Strip but in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Turkey. As a diplomatic correspondent, she traveled around the world with the former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice, and other senior administration and military officials. Zacharia will reflect on the recent elections in Israel, and then hold a Q&A with students.

Please RSVP to berkeley_institute@law.berkeley.edu